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Abstract
The representations of biomedical processes must balance visual portrayals with descriptive content to be an effective learning tool. To determine what type of representation is the most suitable for
education, we designed five different representations of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) synthesis and examined how they are perceived. Our representations consisted of an overview of the process in a
detailed and abstract illustrative format, continuous video formats with and without narration, and a combined overview with dynamic components. The five representations were evaluated by non-experts
who were randomly assigned one of them and experts who viewed and compared all five representations. Subsequently, we conducted a focus group on the outcomes of these evaluations, which gave insight
into possible explanations of our results, where the non-experts preferred the Detailed Static representation and found the Narrated Video least helpful, in contradiction to the experts who favored the
Narrated Video the most.
❖ Is it more beneficial for learning to view the biochemical processes continuously or as an overview scheme showing the main phase of the process?
❖ Is there a difference between user groups with varying levels of knowledge in preference for static or animated representations?
❖ Is there any preference for abstract or detailed representations between the expert and the non-expert groups?

Study Design
Two iterations of online surveys consisted of non-experts (n=60) with randomly assigned representation, experts (n=9) with all five representations (Figure 3), and a focus group discussing the previous
results, improvements and use of the representations. The five representations were arranged in a continuous manner (Narrated Video and Video), overview (Abstract and Detailed Static), and their
combination (Hybrid), as represented in Figure 1. The QR code (Figure 2) will take you to the website containing all five representations.

Fig.1: The division of categories of the representations.

Fig.2: QR code linked to a website with representations.

Results
Our results have shown a preference for Static Detailed for the non-experts and Narrated
Video for the Experts. The Narrated Video was the least favorite among the non-experts. The
focus group assumed that the Narrated Video was too fast and that the non-native speakers
had a disadvantage. Post-hoc tests determined that the language barrier was not an issue.
Fig.3: Overview of the five representations a) Static Detailed, b) Static Abstract, c) Hybrid, d) Narrated Video, e) Video.

Results: Non-experts
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Conclusion
Based on our qualitative and quantitative data from non-experts, qualitative data from experts,
and discussion in a focus group, we have concluded that non-experts prefer the overview
approach as it allows them to learn at their own pace. The Narrated Video contains information
familiar to the experts, and therefore it was favored by that target group. We suggest that the
best learning tool would be using the Static Detailed representation followed by Narrated Video;
a combination of using two representations consecutively rather than using a combination of
two techniques like in the Hybrid representation, which we expected to be deemed as the most
useful by both target groups with different level of experience.
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